Radiotherapy treatment outcome models are a complicated function of treatment, clinical and biological factors. Our objective is to provide clinicians and scientists with an accurate, flexible and user-friendly software tool to explore radiotherapy outcomes data and build statistical tumour control or normal tissue complications models. The software tool, called the dose response explorer system (DREES), is based on Matlab, and uses a named-field structure array data type. DREES/Matlab in combination with another opensource tool (CERR) provides an environment for analysing treatment outcomes. DREES provides many radiotherapy outcome modelling features, including (1) fitting of analytical normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) and tumour control probability (TCP) models, (2) combined modelling of multiple dose-volume variables (e.g., mean dose, max dose, etc) and clinical factors (age, gender, stage, etc) using multi-term regression modelling, (3) manual or automated selection of logistic or actuarial model variables using bootstrap statistical resampling, (4) estimation of uncertainty in model parameters, (5) performance assessment of univariate and multivariate analyses using Spearman's rank correlation and chi-square statistics, boxplots, nomograms, Kaplan-Meier survival plots, and receiver operating characteristics curves, and (6) graphical capabilities to visualize NTCP or TCP prediction versus selected variable models using various plots. DREES provides clinical researchers with a tool customized for radiotherapy outcome modelling. DREES is freely distributed. We expect to continue developing DREES based on user feedback.
Introduction
With the recent advent and now widespread use of three-dimensional (3D) treatment planning, volumetric-based datasets which can be used to relate treatment to outcome are becoming increasingly available. A key task is to explore these datasets and, ultimately, produce statistical models which relate treatment and clinical factors to the probability of treatment success (tumour control probability (TCP) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP)). Models to predict radiotherapy outcomes are valuable to evaluate patients' treatment plans and design clinical protocols (Deasy et al 2002 , Kutcher 1996 . However, recent reports have shown that the relation between outcome and volumetric data characteristics could be protocol-and even institution-specific (Hope et al 2005 , de Crevoisier et al 2005 . Unexpected plan characteristics may sometimes prove important in outcomes modelling. For example, in Hope et al (2005) it was found that tumour distance to the spinal cord was a significant predictor of failure in irradiated patients with lung cancer, and in de Crevoisier et al (2005) it was reported that rectal distension on the planning computed tomography (CT) scan is associated with an increased risk of biochemical and local failure in patients of prostate cancer when treated without daily image-guided localization of the prostate.
Due to the multi-dimensional nature of dose-volume datasets, and the lack of a priori knowledge specifying which parameters will ultimately be shown to be most related to outcomes, we have developed new modelling methods. In particular, we have developed novel statistical modelling methods, which utilize information theory and resampling methods to test for variable selection robustness as well as protecting against overfitting or underfitting pitfalls .
In this paper, we describe the software tool DREES (dose response explorer system; rhymes with 'trees'), which we have developed and used over the last two years for treatment outcome modelling in our institution, and which we are making available as an open-source, user-modifiable system. Several ongoing image-based dose response models have driven, and continue to drive, the development of DREES, namely, (a) the need for a fully capable software tool for reformatting and importing multi-dimensional data elements, (b) the need to develop specialized computationally intensive modelling methods, (c) the need to facilitate exploratory data analysis, including simplified graphical views of multi-dimensional datasets, (d) the need to provide a tool to collaborators (physicians, physicists and other scientists) who could then carry out established analytical and statistical analyses independently, and (e) the desire to do all these things within a system which could easily be modified, added to, and maintained.
Commercial statistics-oriented systems are often limited in their ability to interrogate and manipulate volumetric data, which is so pervasive in radiation oncology. Often functions may need to be used in image-based radiation oncology outcomes models (such as the generalized equivalent uniform dose) that are typically not available within commercial packages. Our tool of choice, Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.), provides a general commercial environment to handle multi-dimensional data. The goal of having multiple collaborators use the system to import and manipulate heterogeneous datasets, as well as testing it and making further developments and customizations, implies that the basic environment should be both powerful and easy to learn and use. This also justifies the desire to create an open-source system which can further be modified and improved by other groups. This system has already been used by one other group as the basis for further software development (Gayou and Miften 2006) . DREES includes NTCP and TCP models and typical parameter choices which use dosevolume histogram inputs. This is similar to other packages which have been developed (Sanchez-Nieto and Nahum 2000, Warkentin et al 2004) . As mentioned earlier, however, the primary rationale of DREES is dose response modelling and exploration.
Performance of the different models is quantified using metrics such as rank correlations, chi-square, area under the ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curve, and, more qualitatively, using different graphical representations.
This paper provides a succinct description of the current modelling methods, graphical functions and architecture of DREES. The methods are reviewed in section 2. We discuss representative examples to highlight some of the basic features available within the tool in section 3. We draw our conclusions and outline future planned improvements in section 4.
Methods and materials
The basic modules of DREES are outlined in the flowchart of figure 1. The main modules consist of data input, radiobiological model selection (i.e., NTCP or TCP), modelling type (analytical or multi-metric), manual or automated regression modelling, various quantitative and graphical performance assessment tools, and data export options. In addition, DREES could be operated within the graphical user interface (GUI) or in a batch mode using Matlab scripting abilities, in case advanced data manipulation is required. Each of these components is described in detail in the following paragraphs. In figure 2, we show a snapshot of the GUI of the software.
Data input to DREES
The input data format to DREES is based on Matlab's human-readable data structures (Mathworks 1994 (Mathworks -2005 . The internal database structure is called ddbS (for DREES database structure). There are currently two reserved key words in this structure; ddbS.dvh (reserved to automate processing of different dose-volume histograms), and ddbS.outcomes (reserved to identify endpoints). The dvh field can take on any extension, which will be treated by the software as a different dose-volume histogram type (e.g., dvh lung and dvh gtv). The outcomes field is reserved for the observed complication in NTCP (e.g., discrete grades 0-5 post-radiation pneumonitis in lung cancer or continuous 0-100% as in measuring xerostomia (dry mouth) in head and neck cancer) or tumour control in TCP (e.g., 0: failure or 1: local control in tumour). Dose-volume metrics are internally derived from the dvh of interest by the software (or directly imported dose data), which include mean dose, maximum dose, minimum dose, Vx (percentage volume receiving at least x Gy), Dx (minimum dose to x% highest dose volume), MOHx (mean dose to the hottest x% volume), MOCx (mean dose to the coldest x% volume) and GEUD (generalized equivalent uniform dose). Note that the increment parameter 'x' in Dx/Vx and exponent a in GEUD are assigned interactively by the user. Clinical factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, stage, chemo administration, etc are extracted from the fields of the ddbS structure and populated directly into the software menu's list of variables. The data structure can accept any user-defined metrics, e.g., dose-volume variables (Seppenwoolde et al 2000) , an exponential mean dose model for parotid salivary function (Blanco et al 2005) , positional variables , etc. Variables can be pre-computed or, inside DREES, further processing can be done using user-written Matlab scripts.
Modelling methods
Several analytical and multi-metric methods are implemented in DREES to predict treatment outcomes (NTCP or TCP). The analytical methods are generally based on simplified biophysical models of irradiation effects, described below. Multi-metric models are phenomenological and depend on the parameters available from the collected clinical and dosimetric data (i.e., data driven) (Moiseenko et al 2005) . These methods are described next.
Analytical methods for NTCP.
Two commonly used NTCP models are implemented. The first method is the Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) model (Lyman 1985, Kutcher and Burman 1989) given by where
EUD a is the generalized equivalent uniform dose with a value a (Niemierko 1999) , D 50 is the position of the 50% probability dose point, m is a parameter to control the slope of the dose response. The second NTCP model is the critical volume (CV) model (Niemierko and Goitein 1993, Stavrev et al 2001) , which is based on the idea that organs are composed of functional subunits (FSUs), which are arranged in series or parallel architectures. The implemented variant of this model is given by
where
µ d is the mean relative damaged volume, µ cr is the critical fraction of FSUs, and σ accounts for the interpatient variability.
Analytical models for TCP.
The first TCP model is based on Poisson statistics, which is parameterized by D 50 and γ 50 , which are the position and the slope at the 50% probability respectively (Webb 1997) . The interpatient-radiosensitivity heterogeneity could be incorporated, for doses above a certain threshold, by using the following approximation between the slope of the dose response curve (γ 50 ) and the standard deviation of patients α values (Goitein 1987 , Moiseenko et al 2005 ,
where CV α is the coefficient of variation (estimated standard deviation divided by the mean). The more commonly used TCP model is based on cell survival following the linearquadratic (LQ) prediction. This model is given by (Hall and Giaccia 2006) 
where N is the number of cells, d is the fraction size, D is the total delivered dose, α, β are cellular radiosensitivity parameters, t is the difference between the total treatment time (T ) and the lag period before accelerated clonogen repopulation begins (T K ), and T eff is the effective doubling time of the cells. The ratio ln 2/T eff is referred to as the repopulation parameter (Moiseenko et al 2005) .
Multi-metric modelling.
These techniques can be used to model NTCP or TCP depending on the nature of the observed output and endpoint selection (El Naqa et al 2006). The currently implemented multivariate method is based on logistic regression, where the model coefficients are determined by maximizing the probability that the data give rise to the observations (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000 , Kleinbaum et al 2002 , Vittinghoff 2005 . Mathematically, the relationship between the predictive variables (e.g., dose-volume metrics and clinical factors) and the observed data is represented with an additive sigmoidal model as follows,
where Y is the predicted response (NTCP or TCP), x i is the vector of input variables, n is the number of patients, and g(·) is a linear combination of the variables including a constant term, given by
where s is the number of model variables, which in this case also represents the model order or the degree of complexity of the model. The βs are the set of model coefficients that are determined by maximizing the probability that the data give rise to the observations. Numerically, the set of nonlinear likelihood equations are solved using an iterative weighted least-squares method (McCullagh and Nelder 1998) . The parameters' uncertainties are estimated by using Wald's statistic (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000, Kleinbaum et al 2002) . The goodness-of-fit is determined by the likelihood ratio test and rank correlations as discussed later.
For survival/hazard data analysis, where temporal dependence is sought, the Cox relativerisk regression model is used (Cox 1972) . The hazard function is given by Moeschberger 1997, Lee and Wang 2003) 
where t is the time variable and h 0 (t) is called the baseline hazard (i.e., when all the variables in the model are ignored). The corresponding survivor function could be calculated from
A partial likelihood function is used to estimate the parameters in (7) after correcting for ties. Numerically, a Newton-Raphson algorithm is implemented (Klein and Moeschberger 1997) . Note that this solution method should be carefully monitored to ensure that a global optimum has been reached (for example, by restarting from multiple initial conditions). Two approximations are implemented to correct for tied survival times: the Breslow approximation for a small number of ties (the default) and the more general Efron approach (Lee and Wang 2003) . The basic regression modules were compared with their commercial counterparts. In our case, we matched test results of our implementation of basic logistic and Cox regressions with results obtained with SPSS version 14.0 and SAS version 9.1 on a 3.0 GHz dual processor Xeon machine operating Windows XP.
Performance assessment.
Several quantitative metrics are used to aid the NTCP/TCP analyst find the best model, including Spearman's rank correlation (R s ) or chi-square statistics (Hollander and Wolfe 1999, Zar 1984) . Rank and linear correlation coefficients are used in the software to measure the association between the different model variables and the endpoint outcome, or the correlation between predicted and observed outcomes. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is especially appropriate as it provides the ability to correctly rank the response which determines the usefulness of an outcome prediction model in treatment planning selection. Other metrics to evaluate goodness-of-fit and aid in model selection include the Akaike information criteria (AIC) and the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . These are analytical techniques that were developed in information theory to provide balance between fitting the regression model and ability of the model to predict on out-of-sample data (i.e., generalizability of the model). Other techniques that are more data driven are based on using resampling methods such as cross-validation and bootstrapping, by which data are divided systematically or randomly into training (fitting) and testing (validation) datasets (Efron and Tibshirani 1998, Kennedy et al 1998) . A detailed discussion of our methods can be found in El Naqa et al (2006) . Another analysis method that has been useful in evaluating partial organ tolerance of normal tissues to radiation is principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is originally a dimensionality reduction technique that could be used for identifying patterns (clusters) in a dataset (Hèardle and Simar 2003) . Using this technique (Dawson et al 2005) , clear patterns associated with xerostomia were identified in the case of irradiated parotid glands but less obvious results were found in the case of irradiated liver tissue. Another metric provided with DREES for performance assessment is the area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve (A z ) (Hanley and McNeil 1982) . An ROC graph is a plot of the true positive fraction 6 (sensitivity 7 ) versus the false positive fraction (1− specificity 8 ) for a continuum of threshold values. A value of A z = 1 is ideal, while a value of 0.5 is equivalent to a random guess. The DREES tool also provides the capability to conduct survival analysis using the Kaplan-Meier estimator and measure the difference in survival between several categories using log-rank correlations (Klein and Moeschberger 1997) .
Graphical representation of results.
The DREES program is equipped with many graphical visualization features. These features are divided into two categories: pre-modelling and post-modelling visualizations. The distinction is merely to separate presentation of regression analysis goodness-of-fit results from exploring patterns in the data. The premodelling (variable exploration) methods include the following. (1) The self-correlation plot, which is a colour-washed Spearman's cross-correlation image of the selected list of variables and observed outcome. This plot helps in understanding the interdependence between the variables (variance inflation factor) and their univariate association with outcome (see figures 2(a) and 5(b)). (2) Scatter plots, each of the selected variables versus an ordinate variable with labelled endpoints (e.g., complication versus no complication). The scatter plot provides the user with visual cues about the discrimination ability of certain factors (see figure 2(b) ). (3) Boxplots (also known as box-and-whisker diagram) to examine the statistical distribution of chosen variables (see figure 4(a) ). (4) Principal analysis plots described earlier, which could be used to detect patterns and capture the variability in a dataset (see figures 4(b) and 6(b)). (5) Survival curves using Kaplan-Meier estimates (see figures 7(a) and (b)). (6) Nomogram estimates can be generated for selected variables for either TCP or NTCP. The objective of a nomogram is to provide the analyst with the option of identifying 'optimal' cutoff points of continuous variables for binary endpoints on actuarial or non-actuarial analyses. In non-actuarial analysis (logistic regression), the cutoff point is identified as the point that corresponds to the maximum change in the curvature (knee) of the ROC curve. In actuarial analysis, the cutoff point is estimated by dividing the variable into percentiles and finding the percentile that would result in the maximum significance according to the log-rank test. The corresponding p-value is adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction (see figure 7(b) ).
The post-modelling visualization methods include the following.
(1) A histogram plot, which is an accumulative plot of the observed response (bar plot) in comparison with the model predicted response (line plot) (see figure 2(a)). (2) A contour plot, which demonstrates the effect of the model variables on shaping the predicted outcome (see figure 2(b) ). (3) An octile plot, in which the patients are uniformly binned into eight groups by predicted risk, and the model is compared to the observed risk rate. The octile plot helps visualize the goodness-of-fit of the selected model(s) (see figure 6(a) ). (4) ROC curves described earlier as a metric to assess prediction power (see figures 7(a) and (b)). (5) A novel variable selection plot using bootstrap , in which variable order selection is represented by darkened columns across simulated bootstrap samples (see figure 5(a) ).
Manual versus automated model selection.
Two approaches for exploring models are included; manual and automated exploration. In manual model exploration, the user is given the freedom to choose any set of variables, using the original set or some randomly sampled subset. Fitted parameters are further evaluated to demonstrate the prediction power of the manually hand-picked model. However, in most cases such model variables or parameters are not known. Therefore, we provided an automated selection method based on our work on multi-metric modelling that utilizes data-mining and statistical inference techniques . In this data-mining framework, the modelling process is decomposed into two steps (see figure 1) . In the first step, the model complexity (size) is estimated by using either information theory criteria (AIC or BIC) or resampling methods (Jackknife cross-validation, multi-fold cross-validation or bootstrapping) and in the second step, the model parameters are estimated by using forward selection on multiple bootstrap samples. The most frequent model is chosen as the optimal one (i.e., the model with the highest mode). This is done by calculating the frequency by which each model is being selected as the best model on the bootstrap replicas then sorting the models in descending order by their frequency. However, it is not germane to radiobiological modelling that multiple models could have close frequencies. Therefore, we have introduced a 'model coalescing' step, in which models which differ only in terms of parameters that are correlated by greater than a threshold Spearman's coefficient are reduced to the same model. A default threshold value is set to R s = 0.75. This step typically results in improving the model selection frequency by twofolds or more. An example for automated pneumonitis data modelling is given in figure 3 and further discussed later.
This data-mining approach is arguably more robust than simple stepwise regression in terms of guarding against under/overfitting problems as demonstrated in our experiments, especially regarding the presence of outliers as typically is the case in oncology data.
Importing data and exporting results.
Although we have not directly provided data import interfaces, Matlab is a highly developed system which can be used to read data in many formats including images and spreadsheets. The different modelling results and figures can be exported from DREES's Matlab environment into other data formats for documentation purposes or further manipulation.
Experimental results and discussion
As a demonstration, we considered outcomes analyses of head and neck and lung cancer patients. The first set consisted of 55 head and neck (H&N) patients who were evaluated by quantitative measurements of whole-mouth stimulated and unstimulated saliva flow prior to therapy and at 6 months follow-up post-radiotherapy treatment (post-RT) (Blanco et al 2005) . Xerostomia was defined as occurring when the post-RT stimulated saliva flow fell below 25% of the pre-treatment value. The second dataset consisted of 281 patients diagnosed with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treated with three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) with median doses around 70 Gy. The doses were corrected to account for lung heterogeneity using the tissue-air ratio method. A subset of 45 out 166 patients (a) (b) Figure 3 . Automated multi-metric model determination of the pneumonitis as generated by DREES. (a) Model order selection using leave-one-out cross-validation. This is a resampling method, where the model is fitted to all the data except for those used for testing in a round-robin fashion. The model order is determined to be 3. (b) The parameters for the order 3 model are determined by forward selection and bootstrapping. Similar models are coalesced and the model frequencies for the top nine models are shown.
were analysed for endpoints of acute esophagitis (inflammation of the esophagus, RTOG grade 3) (Bradley et al 2004) , a subset of 52 out of 219 patients were analysed for postradiation late pneumonitis (inflammation of the lung, RTOG grade 3) , and a subset of 57 patients with a discrete primary lesion exclusive of nodal regions were analysed for local failure (Hope et al 2005) . The data were archived and the factors were extracted using CERR (computational environment for radiation research) (Deasy et al 2003) , which is a compatible Matlab-based tool as well.
The presented results are only for demonstrative purposes and are not intended as formal clinical findings, which will be presented elsewhere.
NTCP modelling of xerostomia
In this example, we choose to model xerostomia as when the post-RT stimulated saliva flow fell below 25% of the pre-treatment value, using a pool of variables that included precomputed exponential mean dose model with a parameter (A equal to 0.054 Gy −1 ), patient, age, gender, ethnicity, date of treatment start, treatment technique, treatment aim (definitive versus postoperative RT), Karnofsky performance status (KPS), chemotherapy, stage, treatment duration, histological features (squamous versus other), tumour subsite (oropharyngeal versus non-oropharyngeal primary). In figure 4(a) , we show a boxplot distribution of some selected variables from this pool. Using DREES's data exploration by principal component analysis (PCA), it was shown that these data are almost linearly separable ( figure 4(b) ). Indeed, using the automated logistic egression analysis revealed that most of the model is explained by the exponential mean dose model with a Spearman's rank correlation (R s = 0.68). The addition of other significant variables (gender and KPS) would only moderately improve the correlation to 0.73 (Blanco et al 2005) .
NTCP modelling of esophagitis
In this case, the set of selected variables included the concurrent chemo administration and the dosimetric A x (the esophagus surface area receiving x Gy) (Bradley et al 2004) . The bootstrap plot of DREES showed (see figure 5(a) ) the consistent importance of concurrent chemotherapy, as well as DVH cutoff points from 30 to 85 Gy in induced esophagitis. It is perhaps not surprising that the dose variables all show significant fluctuations; however, these are highly correlated (as shown in the self-correlation image of figure 5(b)) and competing effect among nearest neighbours is noticed. Automated logistic regression analysis predicts a model order of 5. The model parameters are estimated to be concurrent chemo (Con CT), A30, A45, A55, A85, which has a prediction power of R s = 0.56 and an overall selection frequency of 11% after applying model coalescing reduction .
NTCP modelling of pneumonitis
For the analysis of pneumonitis, we used a pool of 58 variables that consisted of dose-volume metrics (mean lung dose, Vx, Dx, GEUD, etc), and clinical factors (age, gender, chemo, etc) .
Using the automated scheme of statistical inference in DREES (refer to figure 3), the user would arrive into three-parameter model: maxdose, D35, COM-SI (superior-inferior gross tumour volume (GTV) centre-of-mass position (see figure 3) . Note that the model coefficients are presented in the model by default without any variable rescaling. A better practice is to use a centred set of scaled variables (each has a zero mean and a unity variance); in this case the coefficient values are proportional to the variable significance (i.e., the coefficient becomes equivalent to a weighting factor). This can be done in DREES by checking the data-centring box. DREES can also be used to estimate the generalizability of the model by testing the model on a bootstrap randomly sampled subset of the data via the GUI. Note that in this example the location of the GTV in superior-inferior direction is observed to be significant. The goodness-of-fit of this model compared with other currently used models in the literature such as mean lung dose and V20 is shown in the octile plot of figure 6(a). The prediction power of this model, although superior to its counterpart, is still limited (R s = 0.28). Indeed, by using PCA of these variables (see figure 6(b) ), one could notice the high overlap between the class of patients with and without complications indicating the challenges encountered in modelling such data.
TCP modelling of lung cancer
In this example, a subset of 57 patients with primary tumours only were analysed. The significant variables by multivariate analysis were age and anterior-posterior distance to the spinal cord (see figure 7(a) ). This model had a Spearman's rank correlation of 0.513. The age variable was further examined using Kaplan-Meier actuarial analysis (in this case it is assumed that the user has selected recurrence time as the time axis). The selected cut-point of median age (70 years) was not significant according to the log-rank test using a 5% confidence level. Using nomograms, the optimal cut-point for age was found to be 70.75 using the ROC (A z = 0.65) and 71.75 (p = 0.022) on actuarial analysis resulting in a significant difference Spearman's rank correlation (R s = 0.513) and the area under the ROC (A z = 0.79), indicate moderate prediction power. In the top-right display, age was tested using Kaplan-Meier actuarial analysis, which was not significant around the median using the log-rank test. (b) Further nomogram analysis of the age variable using regression analysis (left) by finding the knee of the ROC curve at cutoff = 70.75 (A z = 0.65), and actuarial analysis by maximizing the significance of the log-rank test for 10 percentiles resulting in cutoff =71.75 (p = 0.022).
(see figure 7(b) ). It is interesting to note that the distance to the spinal cord has explained most of the variability in this local control model (R s = 0.45). It is hypothesized that this association with failure could be due to set-up errors during treatment delivery (Hope et al 2005) . The figure also showed the area under ROC for the model to be 0.79; the sensitivity was equal to 60% at a specificity of 85%, indicating acceptable prediction power.
Conclusions
We have developed an open-source, Matlab-based system for the exploration and statistical modelling of radiotherapy outcomes data. DREES takes advantage of Matlab, which is a robust programming, visualization and graphical interface development environment. The open-source nature of DREES allows for testing and development by others. DREES was found to be useful by several members of our research group to do both simple data exploration and complex resampling-based modelling . Although DREES is general and can handle any type of user-defined variables, it is also equipped with common TCP and NTCP models. DREES is freely distributed via the web (http://radium.wustl.edu/drees). We expect to continue developing DREES, adding more statistical tests and graphical display tools based on our work and users' feedback.
